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Assessment 2

During a mission in Motion Force, your spacecraft needs to move from one 
Waypoint to another Waypoint and then stop. You use the Rocket Boost to apply  
a force of 20N to the right at the first Waypoint. What should you do in order to 
stop the spacecraft at the second Waypoint?

Name Date Class

Directions: Read the questions below. Circle the letter next to the correct answer.

A. Add a Rocket Boost at the first Waypoint with a force of 20N to the right.

B. Add a Rocket Boost at the first Waypoint with a force of 20N to the left.

C. Add a Rocket Boost at the second Waypoint with a force of 20N to the right.

D. Add a Rocket Boost at the second Waypoint with a force of 20N to the left.

Multiple Choice

1.

Assuming force is kept constant, how does picking up Fuzzies affect the motion 
of your spacecraft in Motion Force? 

A. It increases the force needed to move the spacecraft.

B. It decreases the force needed to move the spacecraft.

C. It causes the spacecraft to change directions.

D. It causes the spacecraft to increase its velocity.

2.

If you launch a Fuzzy to the left, your spacecraft will:

A. move to the left

B. move to the right

C. move upward

D. move downward

3.
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Suppose you apply a 30N force on your spacecraft that has a mass of 1kg.  
The spacecraft is accelerating at 10 m/s².  If you pick up one Fuzzy, how 
much force will you need to use in order to keep the spacecraft moving  
at the same rate?

A. 30N

B. 40N

C. 60N

D. 90N

4.

A game player adds a Rocket Boost of 50N in the downward direction and 
another Rocket Boost of 50N in the upward direction. Both Rocket Boosts 
are placed in the same column of a Waypoint. Which best describes the 
results of these actions? 

A. The spacecraft will not move because the forces are balanced.

B. The spacecraft will not move because the forces are unbalanced.

C. The spacecraft will move downward and then upward because the
forces are balanced.

D. The spacecraft will move downward and then upward because the
forces are unbalanced.

5.

Your spacecraft has a mass of 4 kg and was launched with a Rocket Boost of 
40N to the right. Assuming all else is constant, what is the acceleration  
of the spacecraft?

A. 4 m/s²

B. 10 m/s²

C. 44 m/s²

D. 160 m/s²

6.
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Describe Newton’s Laws of Motion. For each law, give one example of how it relates  
to Motion Force.

Short Answer

Newton’s First Law of Motion7.

Newton’s Second Law of Motion8.

Newton’s Third Law of Motion9.




